
WHO REALLY WROTE SHAKESPEARE SHAKESPEARE DID ESSAY

Most scholars accept that William Shakespeare was born in Stratford-upon-Avon, and spent time acting in London
before returning to Stratford.

Shakespeare was a playwright from Stratford upon Avon who had arguably the most significant influence on
English literature and language. Essayist Francis Bacon and playwright Christopher Marlowe may have their
supporters, but for the last 90 years the favored candidate has been Edward de Vere, the 17th Earl of Oxford.
Similarly, praises of "Shakespeare" the writer, such as those found in the First Folio , are explained as
references to the real author's pen-name, not the man from Stratford. One of the most well-known writers in
history is also one of the most controversial writers. Amongst the many theories forwarded, a few arguments
have emerged. Verses were written, classical drama studied, and many schools expected of their pupils
fluency in Latin. For example, in The Two Noble Kinsmen â€” , written with John Fletcher , Shakespeare has
two characters meet and leaves them on stage at the end of one scene, yet Fletcher has them act as if they were
meeting for the first time in the following scene. A number of otherwise very intelligent people, from Orson
Welles to Derek Jacobi to Sigmund Freud have held this view. Other than the plays themselves, we have
precious little documentary evidence about Shakespeare. They have set the standard for all the great writers
who followed. It makes a bit less sense if your theory is that a nobleman is trying to establish a dual identity -
wouldn't he take better care to ensure the name was spelled right? The language of the will is mundane and
unpoetic and makes no mention of personal papers, books, poems, or the 18 plays that remained unpublished
at the time of his death. In the centuries after the death of William Shakespeare in , comparatively few people
have asked the question: Did Shakespeare write his plays? Of some, next to nothing is known. Delia Bacon,
who popularised the theory that there must be an explanation for the gap between the life in the works, was
undergoing a personal and theological crisis at the time when she wrote on the authorship question, and ended
her life in an asylum. Crucial to grammar school lessons in the early modern period were exercises of
translating to and from Latin. Publishers first started using his name to sell plays in - using his name, I might
add, spelled two different ways. One is dated 23 August and entered by Andrew Wise and William Aspley :
Entred for their copies vnder the handes of the wardens. Especially given that he was recognised by
contemporary playwrights: Shakespeare acted in Ben Jonson's play Every Man in his Humour in , so it's likely
Jonson knew Shakespeare personally. His works are still praised to this day for their divine superiority,
however, controversy in exceeding amounts has risen over the dispute of his authorship. He became an actor
and shareholder in the Lord Chamberlain's Men later the King's Men , the playing company that owned the
Globe Theatre , the Blackfriars Theatre , and exclusive rights to produce Shakespeare's plays from to  These
doubts are as old as his plays. Many times, the first three quatrains introduce the subject and build on one
another, showing progression in the poem. Others who wrote of Shakespeare the man and therefore must have
been deceived by or involved in any authorship conspiracy include actors John Heminges and Henry Condell,
and playwrights Thomas Heywood, John Webster, and Francis Beaumount. His works span a wide range of
formats, styles, and themes. Although by no means an exhaustive list, these include: Theory 1 â€” As an
individual of common birth, there is no way that such an individual would have the necessary grasp of
languages, the classics, political theory, and history, necessary to write such works, whereas a high born and
educated gentleman would. Reviewed by Jari Ullah. Twoo bookes. One of the main reasons was if his
education level was high enough to be a world-famous writer. Shakespeare's name is on the plays and poems
attributed to him. Several famous playwrights, including Christopher Marlowe, never had their names
published on a play while they were still living. Sir Francis Bacon, another candidate:some believe the plays
use a Baconian cipher revealing Bacon as the true playwright [Public Domain], via Wikimedia Commons And
at the end of the day, there's the question of Occam's Razor. Thousands of books and articles have been
devoted to the subject, many of which propose their own candidates for the true author of the Shakespeare
canon. Others, such as Jonson, Marlowe, and John Marston , are more fully documented because of their
education, close connections with the court, or brushes with the law.


